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EHR systems are not adopted by the majority of healthcare
systems. Statistical results of the actual adoption rate of EHR
in US medical systems can be found in Section 4 of [2] and the
references therein. Among all the barriers to the implementation
of EHR systems, privacy and security concerns on patients’
medical records are arguably most dominating. Records stored
in a central server and exchanged over the Internet are subject to
theft [3] and security breaches. The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the US was established to
regulate EHR related operations. In addition to governmental
regulations, standardization and an overall strategy are needed
to ensure that privacy protections would be built into computer
networks linking insurers, doctors, hospitals and other healthcare
providers [4]. The implementation of the standardization or
strategy will undoubtedly be relying on technical details, which
are rarely studied in the research realm and open numerous
research opportunities.

Abstract—Privacy concern is arguably the major barrier that
hinders the deployment of electronic health record (EHR) systems
which are considered more efﬁcient, less error-prone, and of higher
availability compared to traditional paper record systems. Patients
are unwilling to accept the EHR system unless their protected health
information (PHI) containing highly conﬁdential data is guaranteed
proper use and disclosure, which cannot be easily achieved without
patients’ control over their own PHI. However, cautions must be
taken to handle emergencies in which the patient may be physically
incompetent to retrieve the controlled PHI for emergency treatment.
In this paper, we propose a secure EHR system, HCPP (Healthcare
system for Patient Privacy), based on cryptographic constructions
and existing wireless network infrastructures, to provide privacy
protection to patients under any circumstances while enabling timely
PHI retrieval for life-saving treatment in emergency situations.
Furthermore, our HCPP system restricts PHI access to authorized
(not arbitrary) physicians, who can be traced and held accountable
if the accessed PHI is found improperly disclosed. Last but not
least, HCPP leverages wireless network access to support efﬁcient
and private storage/retrieval of PHI, which underlies a secure and
feasible EHR system.
Index Terms—Privacy, Security, Emergency, EHR, Wireless Networks.

A. Related Work
The majority of works on privacy protection in healthcare
systems still concentrate on the framework design or solution proposals without technical realization [5]–[9]. These works include
the demonstration of the signiﬁcance of privacy for EHR systems,
the authentication based on existing wireless infrastructure, the
role-based approach for access restrictions, etc. As the need for
technical details, speciﬁcally, the cryptographic realization of
privacy and security in healthcare systems becomes more clear
and stringent, a few recent works followed this line of research.
Lee and Lee [10] proposed a cryptographic key management
solution for privacy and security regulations regarding patients’
PHI. Patients have control over their PHI and are able to restrict
access to it. When the physician needs to review the PHI for
treatment, he has to obtain agreement or consent from patients
who will use the proper keys stored on a smart card to decrypt the
PHI ciphertexts. The authors then proposed a consent exception
solution for emergencies, where a trusted server possesses all
secret keys of the patient and hence can retrieve the PHI plaintexts upon emergency. Although technically correct, the proposed
scheme is unreasonable since the trusted server is able to access
the patients’ PHI at any time. As a result, PHI privacy is not
fully guaranteed which is unacceptable for extremely sensitive
information like PHI. Furthermore, the authors did not address
the issues related to storing and retrieving PHI, which can be
intricate given the privacy requirements. The work of Tan et
al. [11] is a technical realization of the role-based approach
proposed in [7], though in a limited healthcare setting where
body sensor network is employed. The work mainly deals with
emergency care scenario, in which privacy concerns and access

I. I NTRODUCTION
The development and management of medical systems concern
all of us since we will inevitably be the users of these systems.
The major concern is clearly the privacy of patients and their
medical records which reveal highly conﬁdential personal information such as disease history and undergoing treatment. There
are good reasons for keeping the records private and limiting
the access to only minimum necessary information: an employer
may decide not to hire someone with psychological issues, an
insurance company may refuse to provide life insurance when
knowing the disease history of a patient, a person with certain
types of disease may be discriminated by the healthcare provider,
and so on. However, fundamental developments of heath care
systems have threatened the conﬁdentiality of medical records
and patient privacy [1], one of which is the exponential increase
in the use of computers and automated information systems for
health record information. It is now common to see physicians
use computers (connected to a network) to store and retrieve
patients’ electronic health records (EHRs).
EHR systems are used in place of paper systems to increase
physician efﬁciency, reduce costs (e.g., storage) and medical
errors, improve data availability and sharing, etc. An exemplary
successful implementation of EHR system in the United States
is the Veterans Administration healthcare system, with over 155
hospitals and 800 clinics. It is one of the largest integrated
healthcare information systems worldwide and has been using a
single EHR system for years. Despite all the promising factors,
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II. P RELIMINARIES

restrictions are the focus. In spite of specifying the algorithms for
storing and retrieving healthcare records, the scheme in fact failed
to achieve privacy protection in that the storage site will learn
the ownership of the encrypted records (i.e., which records are
from which patient) in order to return the desired records to the
querying doctor. Such leakage will compromise patients’ privacy
by violating the unlinkability requirement. There are also many
other works on the secure operations (e.g., delegation, access
control, revocation) of healthcare systems in normal cases [12]
and on the authentication in body sensor networks [13].

A. IBC from Bilinear Pairings
Identity-based cryptography (IBC) allows the public key of an
entity to be derived from its public identity information such as
name, email address, etc. Boneh and Franklin [14] introduced the
ﬁrst functional and efﬁcient ID-based encryption scheme based
on bilinear pairings on elliptic curves. Speciﬁcally, let G1 and
G2 be an additive group and a multiplicative group, respectively,
of the same prime order q. Discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is
assumed to be hard in both G1 and G2 . Let P denote a random
generator of G1 and e : G1 × G1 → G2 denote a bilinear map
constructed by modiﬁed Weil or Tate pairing with the following
properties:
1. Bilinear: e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab , ∀P, Q ∈ G1 and ∀a, b ∈
Zq∗ .
2. Non-degenerate: ∃P, Q ∈ G1 such that e(P, Q) = 1.
3. Computable: there exists an efﬁcient algorithm to compute
e(P, Q), ∀P, Q ∈ G1 .
IBC schemes are used for encryption, authentication, and deriving shared keys in our HCPP protocols (cf. Section IV).
Compared to the conventional PKI (public key infrastructure),
IBC infrastructure avoids the use of certiﬁcates for public key
veriﬁcation and the exchange of public keys (and associated certiﬁcates), greatly improving the computation and communication
efﬁciency.

B. Our Contributions
The work of [10] and [11] has some relevance to our work,
in which we strive to design protocols for a secure healthcare
system leveraging cryptographic tools. The proposed system
provides both full privacy for patients without escrow (e.g., the
trusted server in [10]), and the capability of handling emergency
situations, which are intrinsically related and somehow contradictory. On the one hand, full privacy means even when the
patient is incapable of authorizing the access to his PHI during
emergencies, no one should be able to obtain the secrets for
retrieving and decrypting the PHI. On the other hand, there must
be a way to retrieve and decrypt the PHI (as if the patient is
conscious to do so) for life-saving purposes in emergencies. In
addition, the storage and retrieval of PHI in a secure and private
manner underlie the healthcare system and must be carefully
coped with. We summarize our contributions as follows:

B. Searchable Symmetric Encryption
Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) is used when an
owner of private data wishes to store his data in a remote
server that is not trusted. The privacy of the data should be
maintained such that the server cannot learn the content of the
data, which is achieved by the owner encrypting the entire data
before storage. Moreover, the server must be able to search over
the encrypted data for a keyword of the owner’s choice and
return all (encrypted) documents containing this keyword to the
owner. Early work on SSE was proposed by Ostrovsky [15], and
Goldreich and Ostrovsky [16]. Curtmola et al. [17] improved
the security deﬁnitions of SSE and proposed efﬁcient schemes
for secure SSEs. Two important building blocks of SSE are
pseudonym-random function (PRF) and pseudo-random permutation (PRP). A PRF is a polynomial-time computable function
which emulates a random oracle such that no efﬁcient algorithm
can distinguish (with signiﬁcant advantage) between a PRF and
a random oracle. Speciﬁcally, let m and  be polynomials, and
k be the security parameter. Let k be the set of all functions:
{0, 1}m(k) → {0, 1}(k) . Let Fk = {fs }s∈{0,1}k , Fk ⊆ k , be a
set of functions indexed by seeds s. We say Fk is a PRF family
if the following properties are satisﬁed:
1. Efﬁciency: Given x and seed s, fs (x) is computable in
deterministic polynomial time.
2. Pseudorandomness: For all non-uniform oracle PPT (probabilistic polynomial time) adversaries A,
Pr [Afs =

1. We propose an EHR system, HCPP (Healthcare system for
Patient Privacy), that enables patients to efﬁciently store
and retrieve their PHI in a secure and private manner even
with a public server, such that only the patient can learn
the content of his PHI. Moreover, no one is able to link any
(encrypted) PHI ﬁles to a particular patient. However, PHI
must be disclosed to the physician at the time of treatment
or related healthcare operations. Our HCPP is able to trace
the physician and hold him accountable if the PHI is later
found to be disclosed illegally (e.g., by noticing that the
insurance companies refuse to provide life insurance).
2. When the patient is physically incapable of retrieving his
PHI (to be mentioned interchangeably with emergency),
HCPP provides backup mechanisms that allow the physician to obtain the patient’s relevant PHI without compromising the secrets associated with the PHI retrieval, so that
the physician is unable to view the PHI other than that was
given.
3. HCPP ensures that only physicians with certain access
rights (e.g., the emergency caregiver on duty, the family
doctor) can access the PHI. Authentication alone would not
sufﬁce since a legitimate physician of the same hospital (or
clinic) may only be eligible to serve certain types of patient
and review some portion of the PHI.
4. We show that HCPP meets the security goals of conﬁdentiality, data integrity, availability, access control, accountability, and fail-open, in addition to the privacy goal
mentioned above. We analyze the efﬁciency of HCPP
and discuss possible attacks and countermeasures, which
demonstrates the feasibility of our proposed system.

s←{0,1}k

1]− Pr [AR = 1] is negligible in k, where x ← y denotes
R←k

x is randomly selected from y.
A PRP is a PRF that is also a permutation, that is, for every
seed s and every n, fs is a permutation when restricted to n-bit
strings.
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The private storage and retrieval of patients’ (encrypted) PHI in
our secure EHR system is constructed based on [17] to guarantee
patient privacy. The capability of searching over encrypted data
is provided by additional data structures, a secure index for the
entire data collection, and a trapdoor for each keyword being
searched. These data structures are sent to the server together
with the encrypted data collection. Note that we apply the nonadaptive SSE construction in [17] to our protocols for demonstration. The adaptive SSE construction [17] which features a more
robust security notion can be applied instead without modifying
other parts of the protocols.

the PHI for legitimate use only. Otherwise, a privacy breach
will be introduced. HCPP addresses this concern by exploiting
the patient’s trust relationship to other entities that are truly
trustworthy (e.g., family members he trusts, his own device).
These entities will perform PHI retrieval on behalf of the patient.
Complication arises when this entity is a patient-owned device
due to the lack of subjective judgments on the access right of
a physician. HCPP therefore provides a mechanism to trace the
physician(s) from whom the PHI is (likely) leaked. The patient
can consequently ﬁle complaints against the physician(s) after
the emergency is resolved.
Entities and Deﬁnitions: The following entities are involved in HCPP system: patient, physician, S-server (storage
server), family, P-device (private device), A-server (authentication server).

C. Searchable Public-Key Encryption
Public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS), or simply
searchable public-key encryption, allows an email server to tell
if a given keyword is present in emails destined to the receiver
without learning anything else about the encrypted emails. Unlike
SSE, the data (encrypted with the receiver’s public key) are
stored in the remote server by the sender, and will be decrypted
and used by the receiver. The receiver generates trapdoors for
keywords of his choice and sends the trapdoors to the server. The
server searches over the encrypted data from the sender and only
returns data containing particular keywords to the receiver. The
encryption and decryption in PEKS are performed by different
parties, where public-key encryption should be employed.
Boneh et al. [18] ﬁrst established the security deﬁnitions
of PEKS and provided a construction based on the identitybased encryption (IBE) [19]. However, Abdalla et al. [20] later
found that there exist IBE schemes such that the PEKS derived
using the construction of [18] is not computationally consistent
(note that security and consistency are the two conditions every
cryptographic primitive should satisfy). The authors in [20] then
proposed a new transformation from an IBE to a PEKS which
is both secure and computationally consistent. The new PEKS
construction is similar to the PEKS in [18] except that [20]
encrypts a random message R while [18] always uses 0k as
the message encrypted. We will use [18] for demonstration in
our emergency healthcare scenario, where the monitored health
information (MHI) obtained from high-risk patients is encrypted
at the patient side and retrieved later by authorized physicians.
Note that the construction in [20] can be adopted instead of that
in [18] as a building block of our HCPP system.

•

•

•

•

•

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Overview
We overview our approach and brieﬂy introduce the functionalities of HCPP before diving into technical details. According
to the HIPAA privacy regulation rules [1], patients have rights to
control the use and disclosure of their PHI, and ﬁle complaints
regarding illegal disclosures. HCPP thus allows patients to encrypt the PHI and later decrypt them upon legitimate requests
from designated physicians. The storage and retrieval of PHI are
by no means trivial in that for one thing, HCPP supports PHI
storage on a public server while preserving PHI privacy. For
another, HCPP facilitates efﬁcient retrieval which indicates the
storage server must be able to easily search over the encrypted
PHI for a chosen keyword. In emergencies, HIPAA privacy rules
permit access to the PHI without the patient’s consent because
the patient is physically unavailable. It is, however, under the
assumption that the physicians make good faith efforts to keep

•

Patient is the user of HCPP system, and is referred to as the
combination of a person and his computing facilities (personal desktop, or any wireless-enabled portable devices) for
performing necessary computations in PHI storage/retrieval
(cf. Section IV), unless otherwise speciﬁed. We use cell
phone as the wireless portable device in our system in
that cell phone is owned by a majority of people [6].
Using cell phone as an essential tool for protocol design is
deemed feasible and widely proposed for various systems
and applications [6], [21]–[23]. Other devices such as PDA
and laptop, can certainly be alternatives of cell phone.
Physician denotes healthcare providers in general, including doctors, assistants, nurses, pharmacists, and any other
persons licensed to provide healthcare services. Similar to
patient, physician refers to a person and his work station.
S-server is provided by each hospital/clinic to store the
patient’s PHI. It can be considered as a public server and is
not trusted by patients. The hospital/clinic in general can be
assumed honest-but-curious and will not maliciously delete
patients’ PHI for gaining nothing.
Family represents any persons of the patient’s trust including
parents, children, spouse, relatives, or in the rare case
close friends, who will possess the secrets for retrieving
the patient’s PHI and are assumed extremely unlikely to
compromise the patient’s privacy in any case.
P-device refers to electronic devices the patient owns, such
as smartphone, PDA, and some wearable devices like the
cloaker [8]. P-device is subject to loss and theft, and the
subsequent compromises. In general, P-device is different
from the computing facilities of patient in that it should
have the capability for more advanced tasks (e.g., efﬁcient
cryptographic computations, wireless networks access, etc)
than monitoring and data collection. Moreover, P-device
must be pervasive for patients who are highly risky to
encounter emergencies.
A-server is a trusted server run by the government (e.g., a
state department of health, the US department of health and
human services) or its local ofﬁces.

In addition to the entities, two important types of information
need to be deﬁned.
•
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PHI, the protected health information, denotes individually
identiﬁable health information in any form (i.e., electronic,
paper or oral). PHI also refers to information with respect to
which there is a reasonable basis to believe the information

•

can be used to identify the individual [24]. We are interested
in the electronic PHI in our EHR system, HCPP. Strictly
speaking, an EHR or health record in general contains
PHI and de-identiﬁed information (e.g., medical data in the
health record that contains no identiﬁers deﬁned by PHI).
In our HCPP system, the patient will encrypt both PHI and
de-identiﬁed information as a complete piece of record, in
order to easily maneuver the storage/retrieval for commoncase treatment and emergencies. For the ease of description,
we use the name PHI to denote this complete piece of health
record.
MHI, the monitored health information, is the data collected
by the monitoring equipments (e.g., sensors) worn or carried
by high-risk patients who are considered more likely to
experience emergencies. Unlike PHI, MHI is not available
for all patients but those under monitoring.

physicians to determine their eligibility for accessing a particular
patient’s PHI in emergencies. P-device will then be informed by
the A-server regarding whether the authenticating physician has
the access right to operate P-device.
C. Security Requirements
HCPP satisﬁes the following security requirements:
Privacy: HCPP achieves privacy if patients’ PHI can only be
accessed by authorized physicians for legitimate reasons (i.e.,
treatment, payment, healthcare operations [1]), and no one except
the family and P-device can link the stored PHI ﬁles to a
particular patient.
Fail-open: We say that HCPP system is fail-open if the system
provides backup mechanisms to successfully retrieve patients’
PHI in the case of emergency while preserves the above privacy
properties.
Access Control (Authorization): HCPP realizes access control if
no physicians other than authorized (e.g., emergency caregiver
on duty) gain access to the patient’s PHI.
Accountability: HCPP meets the accountability goal if the physician who disclosed the patient’s PHI other than legitimate reasons
is traceable and held responsible in the case of emergency. We
implicitly assume that when the patient is physically competent
to retrieve the PHI, he will know the source of the PHI leakage
by recalling which physician(s) recently treated him.
Data Integrity: HCPP guarantees that the stored patients’ PHI
is not modiﬁed except by authorized physicians upon patients’
consent or requests. Additionally, protocol messages exchanged
between communicating parties are not to be modiﬁed by any
malicious parties.
Conﬁdentiality: Conﬁdentiality requires that the PHI content is
not learned by any eavesdroppers. It is implied by the privacy
requirement that all patients’ PHI is encrypted. Furthermore,
message exchanges involving secret information are subject to
conﬁdentiality requirement as well.
Availability: The availability requirement states that the authorized physician must be able to obtain the patient’s PHI stored
at other hospitals where the patient previously visited.

B. System Architecture
Consider the healthcare scenario in our HCPP system shown in
Fig. 1, where all links are bidirectional and the bracketed numbers
indicate major events or exchanged messages. In general, the
wireless link

Internet

wired link
physical contact
patient

A-server at government/local offices

(2)

(3)
(3)

(1)
(4)
physician

S-server
(6)

P-device
(5)

patient local area
network

hospital/clinic network

(1) Authentication
(2) Access control information
(3) Privilege assignment

Fig. 1.

family

(4)
(5)
(6)

PHI request/response
PHI/MHI storage
PHI retrieval
MHI retrieval

System Architecture of HCPP.

IV. C ONSTRUCTION OF THE HCPP S YSTEM
A. System Setup

physician has only physical contacts with all entities in the patient
local area network (LAN), denoted by a double solid line from
the physician to the patient LAN. Speciﬁcally, the physician
orally communicates with the patient and family, in common-case
treatment and emergencies, respectively. Contacts with P-device,
on the other hand, is through the physician physically operating
P-device, in emergencies only. Similarly, S-server interacts with
all entities in the patient LAN mainly via wireless links, for PHI
storage and retrieval. Note that PHI storage is carried out only
between S-server and the patient using the patient’s home PC.
PHI retrieval can be performed by the family and P-device in
emergencies, and by the patient in common-case treatment using
his cell phone. The internal links of the hospital/clinic network
and the patient LAN are often high-speed wired links. The patient
interacts with his family and P-device to assign privilege (i.e.,
secret keys) that will be used for retrieving the patient’s PHI
in emergencies. The physician and S-server will be engaged
in the patient’s MHI retrieval, if such information is needed
by the physician in emergencies for more effective treatment.
The A-server represents the authentication servers of a state or
the federal government. The A-server is used for authenticating

System setup is executed by A-servers and patients to initialize
the security domain for protocol message exchanges, and the
HCPP system for health information storage/retrieval, respectively. Each A-server of a state performs IBC domain initialization by inputting security parameter ξ into parameter generator
PG, which outputs public domain parameters (q, G1 , G2 , e, P )
where P is a generator of G1 . The state A-server randomly
selects a master secret s0 ∈R Zq∗ and computes the domain
public key Ppub = s0 P . Each physician i or S-server with
identity IDi in the A-server’s domain is assigned a public/private
key pair P Ki /Γi : P Ki = H1 (IDi ), Γi = s0 · P Ki , where
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 is a published hash function. Moreover,
the A-server assigns a pool of temporary public/private key
pairs to the hospital for patients’ use (cf. Section IV. B). The
state A-server proceeds to participate in the initialization of
an HIBC (hierarchical IBC) domain by having the A-server
of the federal government act as the root PKG (public key
generator). The federal A-server is at the same time an entity
at level 1 of the hierarchical tree. In general, the lower-level
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An array A is used to store a collection of linked lists. A
linked list Li is a data structure of three ﬁelds: ﬁle identiﬁer
f id, secret key λ for encrypting the next node in Li , and pointer
pr which is the output of φ pointing to the address (in A) of
the next node in Li . One linked list is created for each set of
ﬁle identiﬁers Λ(kw) containing keyword kw from the entire
encrypted ﬁle collection Λ. As a result, a node in A is of the form
(f id λ pr) where denotes the concatenation. Note that A
may contain an f id in more than one node since searching under
different keywords can result in a same ﬁle. Nodes are scrambled
and stored in A so that one cannot tell which set of ﬁles contain
the same keyword (i.e., in the same linked list). Another critical
data structure in the secure index SI is the lookup table T with
entries V irtualAddress, 1st N ode , where the former ﬁeld is
the address used to locate the latter ﬁeld in T . The 1st N ode
ﬁeld records the encrypted ﬁrst node in each linked list L for the
S-server to locate L. Entries in T are also scrambled as in A using
random permutation. The construction of SI=(A,T ) is shown in
Fig. 2, where F (kwi ) denotes the set of ﬁle identiﬁers containing
keyword kwi from the entire plaintext ﬁle collection F , addri,1
and A[x] denote the address of A(Li,1 ) and the element stored
at address x in A, respectively. The protocol then stores SI

(level j) setup is performed by the parent PA at level j-1. PA
computes Kj = H1 (ID1 , ..., IDj ) where (ID1 , ..., IDj ) denotes
the collection of all identities on the path connecting a child at
level j to the level 1 ancestor. PA further computes a private key
for each child at level j as ψj = ψj−1 + sj−1 Kj where sj−1 is
PA’s randomly chosen secret, and distributes {Ql : 1 ≤ l < j}
to each child where Ql = sl P . Note that all state A-servers, and
hospitals/clinics in our system are at levels 2, and 3, respectively.
Speciﬁcally, level 3 includes all afﬁliated physicians and Sservers of the hospitals/clinics. The root PKG publishes two hash
functions H2 : KW → G1 and H3 : G2 → Zq∗ , where KW is
the set of all keywords used in PEKS (cf. Section II. C). In the
following context, the A-server is referred to as the state A-server
unless otherwise speciﬁed.
The patient creates a keyword index KI for SSE (cf. Section II.
B) recording the association of all keywords and their resulting
ﬁles, before encrypting the PHI ﬁles. The keyword index is for
the patient’s own reference to facilitate future retrievals and is
stored in the personal computer or as a paper document. Let k,
γ be security parameters for generating SSE secret keys. The
patient runs SSE key generation algorithm (possibly on a home
PC) to generate secret keys a, b, c, d ∈R {0, 1}k and output S =
{a, b, c, d, 1γ }. He then selects three PRPs , φ, and θ, a PRF f
and a semantically secure symmetric key encryption E as:

BEGIN

 : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}β → {0, 1}β
α
φ : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}log2 → {0, 1}log2 α
α
θ : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}β+γ+log2 → {0, 1}β+γ+log2 α
f : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}β → {0, 1}γ+log2 α
E : {0, 1}γ × {0, 1}τ → {0, 1}τ

F (plaintext data categories)
C,i=1 (counters)

j=0

i=1

γ

λi ,0 ∈R {0,1}
j=j+1

λ1,0
T [ prp 'c (ωi ) ] = (addri ,1 || λi ,0 ) ⊕ prfb (ωi )

γ

λi, j ∈R {0,1}

where β is the parameter determining the size of the virtual
address in the lookup table T (cf. Section IV. B), α is the total
size of the plaintext ﬁle collection in bytes, and τ is the size
of a node in the array A (cf. Section IV. B). The PRP θ is
distributed to family, P-device, and S-server. The secret keys
b, c, and functions , f , together with the keyword index KI,
and a dictionary recording all possible keywords, are stored in
the patient’s cell phone for future PHI retrieval. In addition,
the patient employs a well-established symmetric-key encryption
E  and identity-based encryption [19] IBE to encrypt the PHI
ﬁle collection, and the MHI if available (cf. Section IV. E),
respectively. The secret key s used in E  is stored in the patient’s
cell phone. Lastly, the patient chooses a broadcast encryption BE
for the privilege assignment protocol presented next, and sends
d, BEU (d) to U and S-server where U = {family, P-device} is
the set of entities with searching privilege.

j=|F( ω i)|?

i = i +1
Y

i=|F|?

N

N

Li , j = ( fidi , j || λi, j || prpa (C + 1)

Y

A [ prpa (C ) ] = SKEλi , j −1 ( Li , j )
SI=(A,T)

C = C +1

Li , j = ( fidi , j || λi, j || null )
A [ prpa (C ) ] = SKEλi , j−1 ( Li , j )
i = i +1
N

i=|F|?

Fig. 2.

B. Private PHI Storage

END
Y

Construction of the Secure Index.

and the encrypted ﬁle collection Λ = Es (F ) in the S-server.
From the visited hospital, the patient can obtain the URL link
to the S-server, and a temporary public/private key pair, based
on which the patient can generate a new valid key pair T Pp /Γp
(cf. pseudonym self-generation in [25]), so that S-server and any
other malicious parties are unable to link an activity to a patient
by the original key pair assigned by the hospital. The patient then
uploads the PHI (i.e., SI and Λ) after building the SI:

This protocol provides privacy protection for patient during
the PHI storage and future retrieval, and is executed by the
patient whenever the PHI is created, updated or modiﬁed (e.g.,
after diagnosis or tests). Note that we let the patient break
the PHI into ﬁles for different categories of health information
(e.g., allergy lists, drug history, X-ray data, surgeries, etc). Each
category can also consist of multiple ﬁles. The protocol begins
with the construction of the secure index SI, including two key
data structures that will later enable the S-server to search for
the desired (encrypted) ﬁles.

patient → S−server: T Pp , SI, Λ, t1 ,
HM ACν (T Pp SI Λ t1 ),
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2. S−server → patient : Λ(kw), t5 , HM ACν (Λ(kw)

where t1 is the current system time and is included to prevent replay attack [26], HM ACν is a keyed-hash message
authentication code for ensuring message integrity, and ν =
e(Γp , IDS−server ) = e(T Pp , ΓS−server ) is the shared key between the patient and S-server computed locally by both parties.

where T D(kw) = (c (kw), fb (kw)) is the trapdoor for keyword
kw. After step 1, S-server performs an algorithm SEARCH
locally by computing δ = T [c (kw)], υ = δ ⊕ fb (kw) =
(addr λ), where addr and λ are used to locate and decrypt the
linked list for kw. The algorithm ﬁnally outputs Λ(kw), the set
of encrypted ﬁles containing kw. The output is returned to the
patient as in step 2. Note that multiple keywords can be searched
in step 1 with corresponding ﬁles returned in step 2. The patient
then decrypts Λ(kw) using Es−1 (Λ(kw)) on his cell phone and
sends the plaintext PHI to the physician.
The key point of adopting the keyword search is the small
number of ﬁles (instead of the entire ﬁle collection) returned to
the patient, which ﬁts the EHR system elegantly according to
the privacy requirement for disclosing only minimum necessary
health information. The cell phone would sufﬁce due to the low
complexity of the retrieval protocol. Note that we assume the
patient also incorporates into the keyword index the network
address information of S-servers for each stored PHI ﬁle collection. The protocol execution remains the same for retrieval
across hospitals, except for the shared key which is derived in
the HIBC domain.

C. Privilege Assignment
This protocol is run by the patient’s PC to assign the secret
keys generated in private PHI storage to the family and Pdevice, so that they can search over the stored PHI. We need
this privilege assignment as the backup to successfully retrieving
the patient’s PHI during emergencies. Speciﬁcally, the patient
has the freedom to grant privileges to his family and P-device
to search over his PHI when he is unable to do so. The
patient can correspondingly revoke these entities to suspend the
searching privilege (e.g., when P-device is lost). Furthermore,
the patient should be the sole party to update or modify his
stored PHI while the privileged entities should merely be able to
perform searches. These requirements can be easily fulﬁlled by
adding two algorithms ASSIGN, REVOKE to the SSE primitive,
according to [17]. ASSIGN takes place between the patient and
privileged entities U :
patient → U : Eμ (T Pp ν a b c d SI
dictionary s X), t2 , HM ACμ (Eμ t2 ),
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where μ is the pre-shared secret key between patient and U (one
key for each entity in U ), X denotes the secrets needed for BE.
We shall point out that entities in U can be assigned the same
T Pp /Γp or a different pair generated by the patient as mentioned
above. A different pair for each entity has the merit of preventing
S-server and other malicious parties from linking all activities
under the same T Pp . REVOKE is executed between the patient
and S-server to update d:
patient → S−server : Eν (d
HM ACν (Eν t3 ),

t5 ),

This protocol is designed to handle the emergency case in
which the patient is physically incompetent to perform PHI
retrieval for treatment. We propose two approaches, the ﬁrst of
which leverages family.
1) Family Based Approach: It is intuitive and common practice to seek help from a family member that serves as the
emergency contact and will most likely be available when the
patient encounters emergency. As shown in privilege assignment,
family is equipped with all necessary information to execute
common-case PHI retrieval in an analogous procedure to that
executed by patient with one more round of interactions.

BEU  (d )), t3 ,

where d ∈R {0, 1}k , and U  is the new set excluding the revoked
entities. S-server check the integrity of the message and replaces
d, BEU (d) with d , BEU  (d ). Note that in private PHI storage,
the interactions between patient and U (i.e., sending θ), and
between patient and S-server (i.e., sending θ, d, BEU (d)) take
the same secure procedures as described above. We omitted the
details there due to space limitation.

1. f amily → S−server: T Pp , m, t6 ,
HM ACν (T Pp m t6 ),
2. S−server → f amily : BEU  (d), t7 ,
HM ACν (BEU  (d) t7 ),
3. f amily → S−server : SI, T DU (kw), t8 ,
HM ACν (SI T DU (kw) t8 ),
4. S−server → f amily : Es (kw), t9 ,
HM ACν (Es (kw) t7 ),

D. Common-Case PHI Retrieval
On subsequent visits to the hospital, the patient will be asked
for his PHI relevant to the treatment he seeks. In previous sections, we mentioned that the patient stored necessary information
for future PHI retrieval, and designed protocol for private PHI
storage, both of which are critical for the protocol in this section
(and next) since they enable the patient to retrieve the portion
of PHI pertinent to his treatment instantly upon the physician’s
request. Storing PHI in online central servers facilitates the
patient, or more importantly, the P-device as introduced next
during emergencies, to perform timely searches and retrieval,
possibly across hospitals.
The protocol is executed between the patient and S-server as
follows:

where m is the request to obtain BEU  (d) from which the most
up-to-date d can be recovered only by non-revoked entities in U 
using X, T DU (kw) = θd (T D(kw)) is the trapdoor computed
by family. Before applying SEARCH to return Λ(kw), S-server
recovers T D(kw) = θd−1 (T DU (kw)) and checks its validity.
The essence of family based approach captures the security
factor of “someone you trust” [27], the key advantage of which
is that “someone” has subjective judgments to avoid possible
security breaches. In our context, the family is able to judge if
the physician requesting the patient’s PHI has appropriate access
rights, and if a particular physician has leaked the PHI illegally,
without exercising any security mechanisms. It greatly reduces
the complexity of our system design. However, the drawback
of this approach is also signiﬁcant, that is, the availability and
timeliness of the family’s presence at any emergencies cannot be

1. patient → S−server : T Pp , SI, T D(kw), t4 ,
HM ACν (T Pp SI T D(kw) t4 ),
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keywords result in a match in the dictionary, P-device proceeds
to execute the PHI retrieval with S-server as in the family
based approach. Finally, the A-server generates a trace T R =
(IDi , T Pp , t10 , t11 , IBSΓi ) to record this transaction. P-device
generates a record RD = (IDi , T Pp , KW, t11 , IBSΓA−server )
as the evidence that IDi and T Pp had a transaction at time t11
with A-server’s signature. KW is included for the patient to later
decide if the physician performed only necessary and relevant
searches.
MHI Retrieval: Where applicable, the physician would also
like to obtain the MHI which records the patient’s recent monitored health data and would most possibly imply the cause of
the sudden emergency (e.g., irregular heartbeat intervals, sudden
surge in blood pressure). Our HCPP adopts the role-based technique [7] enabled by IBE. The MHI is collected and encrypted
by P-device using an identity string IDr , for which only the Aserver can generate the corresponding private key Γr at a later
time. Since the emergency caregiver is unpredictable, IDr can be
a general descriptive string like “Date Duty ServiceArea”.
The MHI collected on a particular day can be made searchable
for each of the following, say, 5 days within which the MHI will
be needed should emergency occur. P-device stores the encrypted
MHI in S-server in advance for future searches as:

guaranteed, which could be fatal in our scenario. As a result, we
propose a second line of defense leveraging P-device should the
family based approach fail.
2) P-Device Base Approach: First and foremost, we clarify
that our system is by no means able to deal with all possible
emergencies. Instead, our protocols are devoted to cover patients that are most likely or highly risky to experience sudden
emergencies, by which we mean the emergencies that are unforeseeable. For instance, patients suffering from heart attacks
or failures are highly susceptible since future attacks/failures
cannot be predicted. On the other hand, patients in the their
last few weeks of pregnancies are much easier to care for since
the family will be well prepared during that period of time, in
which case the family based approach would be most effective.
As healthcare technology evolves, patients with high risk diseases
are obtaining medical aids from more advanced equipments, such
as sensors and PDAs in body sensor networks for monitoring
critical health issues, the IMD (implantable medical device)
implanted in bodies to assist in proper functioning of organs,
etc. It is therefore reasonable to assume the presence of such
equipments, the so-called P-device in HCPP, carried or worn
by patients who are to encounter sudden emergencies. Note,
however, that we can extend the notion of P-device in our system
to incorporate smartphones, or any portable devices with required
capabilities, so that patients without monitoring equipments can
also be covered by the P-device based approach. We do not
pursue further on this issue but argue that a vast majority of
emergencies can be properly handled by our two approaches.
The physician may be interested in two types of health
information upon arriving at the emergency scene: PHI and MHI.
P-device should be programmed with an emergency functionality, or simply has an emergency button. The physician pushes
the button and P-device enters the emergency mode, in which
P-device automatically connects to A-server through wireless
network access. Meanwhile, the physician contacts A-server to
authenticate as the emergency caregiver on duty. This can be
achieved, for example, by having the physician sign in at his
hospital for work and sign out when he leaves, so that the list of
“today’s on-duty physicians” of each hospital can be published
online for A-server to check against.
PHI Retrieval: For the physician with identity IDi to obtain
the patient’s PHI:

P−device → S−server: T Pp ,
BEIDr (M HI) P EKSσ (IDr , kw), t12 ,
HM ACν (T Pp IBEIDr P EKSσ t12 ),
where P EKSσ (IDr , kw) = (σP, H3 (e(H2 (kw), P Kr )σ )) is
the searchable public key encryption with σ ∈R Zq∗ chosen by
P-device. The keyword kw can be the period of time (i.e., the
5 days) for retrieving the most relevant health data. The choice
of keywords (also in the PHI retrieval) must obey an agreedupon syntax so that the physician will be able to specify proper
keywords for searching. The single keyword PEKS shown above
can be easily extended to enable multiple-keyword search [29].
After authenticating himself and obtaining Γr from A-server
following the above steps 1, 2, 3, the physician and S-server
interact as follows:
1. physician → S−server: IDr , T Dr (kw), t13 ,
HM ACρ (IDr T Dr t13 ),
2. S−server → physician: IBEIDr (M HI), t14 ,
HM ACρ (IBEIDr t14 ),

1. physician → A−server: IDi , m , t10 ,
IBSΓi (IDi m t10 ),

(nounce), t11 ,
2. A−server → physician: E

t11 ),
IBSΓA−server (IDi T Pp E
3. A−server → P−device: IDi , IBET Pp (IDi nounce
t11 ), t11 , IBSΓi (IDi T Pp IBET Pp t11 ),

where T Dr (kw) = Γr · H2 (kw) is the trapdoor computed by
physician for searching kw, and ρ = e(Γr , P KS−server ) =
e(P Kr , ΓS−server ) is the shared key derived locally by physician
and S-server. S-server searches over the encrypted MHI designated for physician, and returns the results IBEIDr (M HI) to
physician. We have assumed for simplicity that the S-server also
stores MHI in addition to PHI. In practice, nonetheless, there
exists a monitoring center possibly different from S-servers for
storing the monitored data.

where m is a request for a one-time passcode,  is the
shared key between physician and A-server which can be derived locally by both parties as  = e(Γi , P KA−server ) =
e(P Ki , ΓA−server ) with P Kx = H1 (IDx ), nounce ∈R Zq∗
is a random secret generated by A-server, IBS is the identitybased signature [28]. The last two steps take place simultaneously
and only after the physician successfully authenticates himself
as the emergency caregiver on duty. P-device then prompts the
physician to enter his ID, and nounce as the one-time passcode.
If the passcode is valid, P-device prompts the physician to enter
the keywords KW = {kw1 , ..., kwn } he needs to search. If the

V. S ECURITY AND E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
A. Security Analysis
In this section, we show that the proposed HCPP system
satisﬁes the security requirements set in Section III.
Privacy and Conﬁdentiality: First of all, all PHI (and MHI)
ﬁles are encrypted which prevents the storage server and other
malicious parties to learn the content of the PHI, achieving
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both patient privacy and PHI data conﬁdentiality. Second, the
unlinkability property of the privacy requirement is guaranteed
by having the patient, family, or P-device actively control the
retrieval of the encrypted PHI from S-server and return plaintext
PHI to the physician, based on the SSE and PEKS primitives,
breaking the link present in [11] where the physician can directly
query the server. Moreover, the distributions of the secret keys
in privilege assignment and the nounce in emergency health
information retrieval are through secure encryption schemes to
provide conﬁdentiality for sensitive messages.
Fail-open: We developed family based and P-device based approaches as the backup mechanisms for emergency situations.
Both approaches are effective in successfully retrieving the
needed PHI in the absence of the patient and preserve the privacy
properties as described above.
Access Control: The fact that in our HCPP system the physician
must always request the patient, family, or P-device for accessing
the PHI facilitates access control. The patient and family can
reject inappropriate access requests by subjective judging. Pdevice relies on A-server as a trusted authority to verify the
eligibility of the physician for accessing both PHI and MHI. As
a result, only physicians with certain access rights can learn the
content of PHI or MHI through legitimate requests.
Accountability: This requirement can be easily satisﬁed when
either patient or family is executing the protocols due to the
assumption we made earlier that possible sources of PHI leakage
can be recalled. When the P-device based approach is leveraged,
the patient can check back his P-device after the emergency
is resolved to obtain the records (RDs) created in emergency
health information retrieval. RDs contain information on which
physicians interacted with P-device at what times, necessary for
the patient to contact A-server (with A-server’s signature as
proof), to obtain the traces (TRs, with physician’s signature) from
A-server as evidence to hold the physician(s) accountable. Even
if the PHI is not leaked, the patient can check the keywords in
the RDs to determine if the physician should be held accountable
for searching any PHI other than appropriate.
Data Integrity: Since the PHI and MHI are encrypted, no
one except the patient himself can perform any meaningful
modiﬁcations. Although the actual modiﬁcations to the PHI are
performed by an authorized physician, the patient must agree
and retrieve the plaintext PHI for the physician. Note that it is
technically possible for the family and P-device to retrieve the
plaintext PHI for a physician to modify. However, the family or
P-device would not be able to store the modiﬁed PHI back, which
involves a ﬁle collection update and can only be performed with
the patient’s secret key (not shown in the paper) not distributed
to any other entity. The protocol message integrity is ensured by
including HMAC or digital signatures in the message exchanges.
Availability: When the patient or family is available, the S-server
that stores the desired PHI can be looked up using the keyword
index. In the protocol description, we implicitly assumed that
the S-server is inside its parent A-server’s domain (cf. Section
IV. A) so that the standard IBC sufﬁces. As mentioned in system
setup, the hierarchical IBC (HIBC) will be used if the S-server is
outside its parent A-server’s domain. The patient can be provided
a temporary key pair (similar to T Pp /Γp ) at level 3 of the
hierarchical tree, enabling the patient to interact with any S-server
throughout the country. In emergencies, the interactions between
the physician or P-device and any A-server can be carried out

similarly. The HIBC infrastructure ensures the availability of
desired PHI wherever the PHI is stored.
B. Efﬁciency Analysis
1) Storage: The major storage cost is due to patients’ PHI
storage, for which our SSE-based private PHI storage protocol
is developed to achieve efﬁciency at both the patient and server
side. Since the PHI ﬁles are outsourced to S-server, the patient
has O(1) (i.e., constant) storage in terms of the retrieval-related
information (i.e., his entire PHI ﬁle collection is encrypted and
stored using the same set of secrets). The MHI storage puts
no extra overhead on the patient side except a dictionary of
keywords for PEKS. In addition, the patient needs to store the
key pair T Pp /Γp (2 |G1 | elements) and several shared keys
(|G2 | elements) for protocol interactions, which are in total
several hundred bytes and can be handled easily even by lowend mobile devices. The storage requirement on the S-server
is O(N ) (i.e., linear) with N the number of PHI ﬁles in a
collection, for each patient, which is the best achievable so far
by searchable symmetric storage schemes preserving privacy (cf.
Table 1 in [17]). As explained before, MHI is usually stored in a
designated monitoring center, for which the storage costs should
not be a concern.
2) Communication: The private PHI storage protocol introduces no communication overhead except the one-time transmission of encrypted PHI ﬁles and associated secure index to
S-server. The privilege assignment protocol also involves only
one transmission to S-server, with the rest communications (i.e.,
distribution of the retrieval-related information) taking place
locally. Most communication overhead is incurred in the health
information (PHI and MHI) retrieval (cf. Section IV. D, E),
which, however, is expected to be infrequent since visiting
hospitals for treatment is not a daily activity. During the commoncase PHI retrieval, the communication is one round and the
exchanged data are of small size (e.g., the returned PHI ﬁles
containing a particular keyword are of small size relative to the
entire ﬁle collection). The emergency health information retrieval
executed by the family and P-device are more communication
intense due to the extra steps of obtaining the secret key
from S-server, and the role-based authentication leveraging Aserver (P-device based approach only), which is the inevitable
consequence of providing security guarantees. Indeed, the extra
round of communication with S-server to recover the secret
key can be omitted (i.e., remove the functions ASSIGN and
REVOKE in privilege assignment), rendering the revocation of
the lost P-device for privacy-preserving purposes (cf. Section
VI. A) intractable. Similarly, if the role-based authentication is
eliminated, P-device could merely authenticate with the physician
(on duty or not) without being able to exercise access control.
Considering the fact that our protocols introduced only one more
round of communication for each of the above security add-ons,
the resulting design is very reasonable and strikes a good balance
between security and efﬁciency.
3) Computation: Computation and storage efﬁciency are intrinsically related at the S-server side, in that a well designed storage algorithm gives rise to efﬁcient searches for hit. The design
of the lookup table T in the secure index exploits the algorithm
in [30] and enables S-server to return the desired PHI ﬁles in
O(1) time. At the patient side, computation mainly occurs during
private PHI storage and subsequent protocol message exchanges
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whenever they are created in case the lost P-device cannot be
regained. The privacy-preserving location tracking technique for
lost or stolen devices [33] is a viable solution for regaining the
lost device, which however requires extra mechanism.
S-server is a “useless” entity to collude with in that it is merely
used for searching and returning encrypted ﬁles. If an entity B
possesses all necessary information for searching (like patient,
family, P-device), B can successfully retrieve the desired PHI
without colluding with S-server. In contrast, if B does not possess
all such information (like physician, A-server), colluding with
S-server will not gain B any advantage in retrieving the PHI.
Perhaps the only reason to collude with S-server is to exploit
previous searches performed by the same patient through trafﬁc
analysis, the countermeasure of which will be discussed shortly.
The collusion of physician and A-server (with or without Sserver) cannot result in the retrieval of desired PHI since neither
entity has the right information. The only chance is as mentioned
above to collude with an unsophisticated outsider (i.e., who is
incapable of altering or tampering with the internal of P-device)
to exploit the secrets stored in P-device. This collusion attack can
be defeated using the RDs recorded in P-device, which contain
the physician’s identity and A-server’s signature, together with
“today’s on-duty physicians” list accessible online, rendering the
colluding parties not exculpable of their launched attack.

in which only computationally-efﬁcient symmetric key operations
(encryption, decryption, HMAC) need to be performed. The only
public key operation performed by the patient and P-device is the
IBE and PEKS for MHI storage, respectively, where expensive
pairing computations are involved. Fortunately, IBE and PEKS
encrypted MHI ﬁles are for future emergency uses and can be
pre-computed (ofﬂine). P-device, however, needs to carry out
two public key operations including an IBE decryption and an
IBS veriﬁcation in the role-based authentication, which, unlike
PEKS, cannot be performed ofﬂine. With pre-computation, Pdevice computes two pairings for both operations. Using the
results in [31], the time taken for computing a Tate pairing is
around 20ms for a similar level of security to 1024-bit RSA. The
timing has been signiﬁcantly improved recently [32], rendering
a wider application of the Tate pairing technique and a more
acceptable computation complexity at P-device.
VI. ATTACKS AND C OUNTERMEASURES
A. Collusion
In our HCPP system, the goal of collusion is to learn the
content of a chosen patient’s PHI (i.e., compromise this patient’s
privacy). We only consider possible collusion among entities that
can fulﬁll this goal. The entities involved in HCPP protocols
are patient, family, P-device, physician, S-server, and A-server.
Obviously, patient will not collude to attack himself, and it is
extremely unlikely for family to launch such attacks. Therefore,
collusion attacks will be launched among the remaining four
entities.
Although P-device belongs to the patient and would normally
not engage in attacks, an outsider can compromise P-device
in case it is lost or stolen. The patient can simply revoke Pdevice as described in privilege assignment once he realizes
the loss, before which the outsider will have chance to attack.
An interesting observation is that the outsider in fact has much
higher success rate to compromise the patient’s privacy alone
than engaged in collusion. For an unsophisticated outsider to
learn the PHI using P-device, he must ﬁnd a corrupt emergency
caregiver on duty to input an identity and passcode for P-device
to enter the emergency retrieval mode. Alternatively, he must
ﬁnd any corrupt physician and a corrupt A-server to fake the
role-based authentication. Most importantly, the outsider must
ﬁnd such colluding candidates before the patient revokes Pdevice. A sophisticated outsider, on the other hand, can reprogram P-device to skip the input phase and collude with
any physician to enter valid keywords for searches. However,
the sophisticated outsider will not opt for such collusion when
he can simply compromise P-device and obtain all the stored
information necessary for performing the PHI retrieval. This last
option is least time-consuming for a sophisticated attacker and is
apparently of highest success rate before the patient can revoke
P-device. Thwarting this attack is a non-trivial task which is an
open problem in any system where revocation is involved, since
the vulnerable period before the credential can be revoked creates
opportunities for attacks. One common approach is to employ the
tamper proof module (TPM) on P-device which erases all secrets
upon detecting tampers. In our scenario, we can program Pdevice to send message alerts to the patient’s cell phone or email
address whenever the PHI-retrieval related secrets are accessed
so that the patient will notice the loss of his P-device if it is
not a true emergency. P-device can also send the records RDs

B. Trafﬁc Analysis
Trafﬁc analysis attack falls into the following categories:
1. Attackers exploit previous searches performed by the patient over the encrypted PHI to proﬁle the search pattern
of each patient.
2. Attackers trace the network address of the patient’s PC or
cell phone to identify the owner of the stored PHI ﬁles.
In Category 1, previous searches can leak a) the memory
addresses of previously returned ﬁles containing a particular
keyword, and b) whether two searches were for a same keyword.
The information in a) bears certain ambiguity in that a) can result
from searches under different keywords, and thus the attackers
cannot learn which keyword was searched for or perform proﬁling on the search pattern. Regarding b), there are well established
schemes [15], [16] to hide this information with lower efﬁciency.
In our context, the patient can make the keyword choice ﬂexible
such that multiple keywords can be used in different searches
leading to the same set of ﬁles, with the added complication in
the size increase of the keyword index, and the encryption and
storage of more PHI ﬁles.
Category 2 can be coped with by building our HCPP system
on an anonymous underlying network such as Tor [34], [35]
which provides anonymous communication channels between
the patient and S-server. The obfuscation of patients’ trafﬁc
effectively prevents the attackers from tracing the trafﬁc origin
and identifying the owner of the PHI data. Furthermore, the
patient can self-generate multiple key pairs T Pp /Γp for different
searches, so that his successive activities will not be linked under
the same T Pp .
C. Timing Analysis
Timing analysis is performed by powerful attackers who can
follow the routine of the patient, narrowing down the time range
when the patient will upload his PHI ﬁles (e.g., after the patient
returns from the hospital to create or update his PHI data).
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The most effective countermeasure may be to employ some
scheduling technique to randomize the uploads and minimize the
correlation. A PRF or PRG (pseudo-random generator) with a
random seed would sufﬁce for the task.
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D. Denial of Service (DoS)
DoS attack is not strange to any system with centralized
points. Though not speciﬁc to HCPP, DoS attack can disturb
the system operation by restraining S-servers from receiving PHI
uploads, or disabling A-servers to perform timely authentication.
S-servers are distributed across the area and the attackers must
be powerful enough to disable a large number of S-servers.
Despite the assumption that S-servers will not arbitrarily delete
the stored ﬁles, they can do so when detecting abnormalies since
an honest patient’s PHI data are usually trivial in comparison
to the storage capacity of S-servers. The A-servers, however,
are much more centralized and susceptible to DoS attacks. The
attack to A-servers can be addressed by splitting the role of an Aserver to several local ofﬁces, and utilizing the hierarchical IBC
architecture in HCPP for convenient cross-domain authentication
(e.g., the physician can call the toll-free number to access another
A-server if the one in his domain is unreachable).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we design a secure EHR system to protect
patient privacy and enable emergency healthcare. The system is
demonstrated to be resilient to various attacks, fulﬁll the desired
functionalities, satisfy the security requirements, and maintain a
good balance between security and efﬁciency.
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